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Artificial Intelligence Relates to Race. 
Problems with the current Identification system.
The issues in world history are now entwined with 
artificial intelligence, influencing human life in a 
seemingly scientific and fair manner. 

Fairness or Accuracy of the 
Identification System





MindBond
Worldview
In the near future, people’s identity recognition 
will undergo radical changes in different 
contexts, such as surveillance and digital 
verification. Concerns about the fairness and 
accuracy of identification systems of the old 
era have led to the development of MindBond. 

MindBond is a wearable device that collects 
brainwave data from users. This technology 
utilizes human brainwaves to identify 
individuals beyond physical characteristics and 
societal labels.

MindBond, an advanced artificial intelligence 
device, is the core of a significant evolution in 
biometric technology. The device can 
accurately read and interpret brainwave data. 
Its principle is to make each person’s 
brainwave patterns unique and complex, like 
fingerprints. MindBond can capture rich 
information reflecting thoughts, preferences, 
memories, and even subconscious features. 
It’s inspired by octopus in both visual and 
functional aspects, with three distinct modes 
that enable users to change their mode 
according to their oven preferences.



Future Wearable Device
In the envisioned future electronic world, it is a language-free world where humans have 
regressed to rely on biological signals for recognition and communication, living symbiotically 
with animals and plants.



Brainwave Visualization

Brainwaves are 
special features that 
can be used for 
identity recognition.



Brainwave Visualization

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1n_yE8BW6iUroDCIBlY5FUQT0MbKYM70k/preview


Concept & Design

King Octopus M Batesian



Concept & Design

In the future, cross-species 
communication could lead to 
equality and harmony, 
fostering peaceful 
coexistence on Earth.



Real Self Mode
The first mode, “Real Self,” is used in the identification process. 
This mode captures and displays unique data from an individual’s brainwaves. 
It weaves thoughts, memories, and subconscious features into a comprehensive digital profile. 
It’s like a brain fingerprint, so everyone can be identified using this mode.

Hide Type Mode
However, this brainwave-based identity recognition system brought challenges and ethical considerations. It 
raised privacy concerns, fearing governments or businesses may abuse their privacy. Based on emphasizing 
privacy, MindBond provides a “Hide Type” mode, allowing individuals to protect their data. Just like octopuses can 
camouflage themselves, this mode will enable users to voluntarily share their information, providing more 
controllable solutions for those unwilling to disclose personal data at any time.

Mind Style Mode
The last mode is the “Mind Style,” which transforms brainwave data into sound, 
promoting communication without needing vocal expression. The inspiration for this 
feature comes from the octopus’s ability to communicate through color changes and 
body posture. Individuals can share their thoughts without speaking by using the sound 
generated by brainwaves. “Mind Style” mode not only enhances communication 
between people but also transcends the boundaries of species. 



1st. Version of Physical Device

3D Modeling

Printing Process



1st. Version of Physical Device

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1cpOzccIPCedi2vo4JKvaW5MKzAPDGHgI/preview


Testing

https://docs.google.com/file/d/16jDYHttZq564nU8l8k7mdl5l7REUO9fN/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/15VQeeiL0SR87LjEvjI9E0AM5F6fUHi43/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1vSpRQTmbJz0D1YcejyZNUMF0fw5yMueA/preview


Conclusion 

In the future, MindBond will be a symbol of progress, providing a new way of identity verification 
and communication. 

As humans continue to navigate in the field of technology, 

MindBond has demonstrated the potential of technology to shape the future. 

In the future, identity will be accepted in all complexities, and communication will become 
harmonious across species.
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